FR: TY AUGLIERE - PBS PROGRAM OPERATIONS
DT: 10/7/13
RE: A CHRISTMAS CAROL: THE CONCERT/NOVEMBER '13 PLUS PROGRAM OFFER

PBS PLUS

NOLA CODE: ACCA 0000 (HD-Base 1)
PROGRAM TITLE: A Christmas Carol: The Concert (PBS PLUS)
*Captioned* *Stereo* *HD*
SOFTFEED DT/TM: Sat., 12/14/13, 1100-1230/HD03

DESCRIPTION: "A Christmas Carol: The Concert" is a unique musical event -- the first time Charles Dickens' classic tale has been adapted for a live orchestral concert with choir and soloists, and performed for audiences in a concert setting. The score, composed by Robert Christianson, recalls Broadway classics like "Les Miserables" and "Phantom of the Opera," and is filled with memorable, haunting and rousing songs. The story, faithfully adapted by Broadway's Alisa Hauser, is performed by leading lights from the Chicago and New York theater world, including Michael Aaron Lindner and E. Faye Butler. "A Christmas Carol: The Concert" is a celebration of classic storytelling and ensemble performances which provide audiences with both the comforts of a classic tale and the thrill of seeing and hearing it told like never before.

PROGRAM NOTE: Available only to PBS Plus participants.
*Captioned* *Stereo* *HD* This program is rated "G."

We expect this program will be available via NRT.

RIGHTS: RIGHTS: 4 RELEASES/3 YEARS;
MULTICAST RIGHTS: 4 RELEASES/3 YEARS;
SCH/EXPRIE 12/13/14; NONCOMM. CABLE;
CACHED RIGHTS COTERMINOUS WITH BROADCAST LICENSE TERM

LOCAL UNDERWRITING: Available
UNDERWRITERS: None
PRODUCER: Scrooge and Friends, LLC
PRESENTER: WTTW